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ABSTRACT - TRIGLAVis a new computer program for the core management calculation
of a TRIG A Mark II reactor. The code is divided into three main subroutines; the first one
for effective cross sections calculations for all types of unit cell and the second one to perform
the burn up calculations. The third one, named TRIGA2D, is a two dimensional diffusion
code for flux calculations. In the first stage of the work the subroutine TRIGA2D was
developed. In this paper the physical model of the subroutine TRIGA2D is briefly discussed
and some results of the calculations for selected benchmarks are presented.

POVZETEK - TRIGLAV je nov racunalniski program za reaktorske preracune raziskoval-
nih reaktorjev vrste TRIGA Mark II. Razdeljen je na tri samostojne podprograme. Prvi je
namenjen izracunu efektivnih reakcijskih presekov osnovnih celic, drugi izracunu izgorehsti
elementov. Tretji podprogram, ki smo ga poimenova.li TRIGA2D, pa predstavlja. dvodimen-
zionalni difuzijski program za izracun Huksa nevtronov.
V prispevku je opisan fizikalni model programa TRIGA2D in predstavljeni so rezultati
izracunov testnih primerov.

1 Introduction

The TRIG AC computer program [1-3], was developed for the core management
of TRIGA Mark II reactor in 1-D geometry and two group approximation. For
more accurate calculations we have been developing a new, four groups, 2-D
program named TRIGLAV. The code is primarily intended for TRIGA reac-
tors. However, the application for other water moderated reactors is straight-
forward provided that reactor has cylindrical geometry and that program is
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supplied with appropriate data base consisting mainly of the nuclear constants
and of the fuel operating history. The program can be applied for criticality
and power peaking calculations, fuel element burn-up calculations, in-core fuel
management and core optimization.

TRIGLAV consists of the main program and the library. The structure is
presented in the flow-chart (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Flow-chart of the program TRIGLAV

It is divided into three subroutines: subroutine for cross section averaging ,
TRIGA2D and BURN. The subroutine, named TRIGA2D, is an independent
code for calculations of multiplication factor, flux and power distributions in
two dimensional cylindrical geometry. The code is intended for reactor physics
calculations of stationary thermal multiplying systems in four groups diffusion
approximation.

TRIGA2D is designed for standard TRIGA MARK II research reactor
geometry (Figure 2). It is assumed that the core has cylindrical configuration
with annular graphite reflector. Elements are arranged in seven concentric
rings: A,B,C,D,E,F and G. The distances between location of the elements in
a given ring and also between rings are equal.

A coarse spatial mesh is needed for calculations using finite differences
method. It is selected on the basis of the core geometry. The reactor core
is divided in radial direction into eight rings with arbitrary radia. Diametral
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Figure 2: Geometry of the TRIGA MARK II reactor assumed in TRIGA2D.
Presented are unit cells and basic subdivision into zones in r and r? directions.
The last region represents graphite reflector, 30 cm thick.

lines, passing through the origin and the edges of all unit cells determine
azimuthal (theta) subdivisions. It is assumed that all unit cells have equal
volume.

The program TRIGA2D is written in FORTRAN for the PC. The geometry
and material specification of the core are input data. The basic mesh spacing
in the azimuthal direction is built in the program. The cross section library
is not built in the code. On the basis of core geometry, material structure
and cross section data, TRIGA2D calculates the flux of neutrons for all energy
groups and multiplication factor kejf.

2 TRIGA2D physical model and method of
solution

Four groups, time independent diffusion equation is solved for two dimensional
region (r, i? geometry) [4, pg.115]. The boundary condition
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t) = o, (i)
5 = 1 , - , 4

is imposed at the outer boundary of the reactor. In the azimuthal direction,
the periodical boundary condition is imposed:

= 0) = $3(0 = 2ir) (2)

0 = 1,.., 4-

Upscattering in the model is not neglected.

All material coefficients such as D3, S^ and E^ are assumed to be step function
of the local variables r and •&. The points of discontinuity define the interfaces
of homogeneous zones. It is assumed that the mesh points lie on the zone
boundaries. The radial dimension is divided into J+l intervals (rj values) and
the azimuthal one into I-f 1 intervals (t?, values). The intervals are in general
not equidistant.

By replacing the differential equations and the boundary conditions by their
finite difference approximations, a set of algebraic equations is obtained [5j.
Each of these algebraic equations is formed by constructing a spatial mesh of
points (rj,I9J) and writing a neutron balance around each of them. We use
five-points or diamond discretization scheme.

The equations are solved by "inner-outer" iteration procedure. A guess is made
of the source distributions, that is, of the rate at which neutrons appear at each
space point in each of the groups by fission (fission density distribution) or by
scattering from the other groups. The set of inhomogeneous equations is solved
iteratively to find solutions which conform to the guessed source distribution
(inner iteration). When all the fluxes in all the groups have been recomputed
to the desired degree of convergence, a new estimate is made of the source
distribution.

The cycle from one estimate of source distribution to the next is called an
outer iteration. The process is completed when some convergence criterion is
satisfied, such as a criterion requiring that the amount by which the source
change at any point from one iteration to the next be less than some prescribed
value. The outer iteration is also used for determination of multiplication
factor, which is calculated as a ratio of current and previous fission density
distribution.

In general, various methods could be used to accelerate convergence in both
types of iteration, but we have not used any of them.
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3 Verification of the code TRIGA2D and fi-
nal remarks

The code was tested by comparing the results to the calculated values of the
ke/f calculated by TRIGA2D with other diffusion codes such as EXTERMI-
NATOR^] (2D diffusion code), CEBIS[3] (ID diffusion code) or with the an-
alytical results where possible.

At this stage of the project we specified three test cases with increasing com-
plexity in geometry details in r direction. They are presented in Fig.3.

8 wt.% U
8 wt.%

Figure 3: Three different test cases in r-i9 geometry

The first one is homogeneous, with $ = 0 boundary condition (r=60 cm).
It is the simplest possible can for which also the analytical solution can be
calculated. The cross-sections correspond to 8% standard TRIGA fuel.

The second one consists of two regions that correspond to fuel elements 20%
enrichment, 8 wt % uranium (r=26 cm) and the reflector of graphite (r=60cm),
with $ = 0 boundary condition.

The last one consists of rings with alternating composition of fuel elements
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20% enrichment , 8 wt % uranium and fuel elements 20% enrichment, 12 wt
% uranium (r=6,10,14,18,22,26 cm). It contains also the water region in the
centre (r=2cm) and the graphite reflector (r=60cm) with $ = 0 boundary
condition.

Calculations were performed in two groups approximation. The cross sec-
tions were generated with WIMS and condensated with XSWOUT program.
Upscattering of the neutrons from lower to higher groups was not accounted for
in the calculations. The convergence criterion for outer iteration is 10~4. The
axial buckling B2 is 0.006 cm~2 for both groups. The results of the calculations
are given in the Table 1.

The calculations of kejj have been made for different number of the mesh
points in r-t? directions. The convergence of parameter kejj calculated with
TRIGA2D is presented for homogeneous model (Fig.4).
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600 700 800

Figure 4: Convergence of kefj for different meshes, homogeneous test model

We observed that the solutions converge in reasonable time to the analytical
value of kejf, if the number of the mesh points is increased. In the case of
homogeneous model, the differences in kejj are neglected (~ 20 pcm for thick
mesh). When the complexity of the models grows, the differences are increased.
Running time is comparable or better than running time of other similar codes
(~ Is/outer iteration).

On this stage of our work it can be concluded, that results show satisfactory
agreement with the reference results for all three models.
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Table 1: Summary of the results for selected test cases

test case
first

second

third

program
EXTERMINATOR

CEBIS
»
»

TRIGA2D

analytical
EXTERMINATOR

CEBIS
TRIGA2D

»
))

»

EXTERMINATOR

CEBIS
TRIGA2D

V

»

mesh points
20x60

40x120
80x240

100
200
300
900

10x102
20x102
40x102
80x102
100x102

-

20x60
40x120
80x240

900
10x102
20x102
40x102
80x102
100x102

20x60
40x120
80x240

900
10x102
20x102
40x102
80x102
100x102

num. of out. iter.
209
251
387
45
45
45
100
83
145
404
750
998

-

108
197
334
39
69 .
107
315
532
856

100
169
303
501
67
107
320
730
922

keJf

1.18756
1.18750
1.18327
1.18736
1.18736
1.18736
1.18736
1.18761
1.18745
1.18741
1.18739
1.18738
1.18738

1.10667
1.10615
1.10485
1.10628
1.10165
1.10500
1.10596
1.10618
1.10620

1.14652
1.14638
1.14559
1.14756
1.14379
1.14570
1.14609
1.14616
1.14615
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. 4 Conclusions
A computer code for reactor core calculations of TRIGA research reactors,
which was developed at "J.Stefan" Institute has been presented. Two dimen-
sional, four group diffusion code TRIGA2D is one of the main subroutines of
the program. The subroutine can be applied for calculating the neutron flux
and multiplication factor of the sistem. Results of the test calculations are
presented.
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